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Abstract
As an application of skills acquired in the course of a four-year Bachelor of Music
program, this thesis constitutes the physical documentation of the creative process for
Jeanine Tesori’s Violet, the musical production selected for this project. Encompassing in
a linear format license contracts, casting, creative development, rehearsal planning and
conducting, administrative duties, musical analysis, and artistic instruction, the contents
of this document represent in part the steps and components required to realize a full
musical production – each one accomplished by the student director. In addition to the
physical elements, a full recording of the final performance is available, as well as the
digital resources it required – primarily score digitization.
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Preface
In 2005, students from the ACU Opera joined together to craft a production of
Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi. It was the first time in the history of the Department of Music
that opera students had taken it upon themselves to create something of their own –
direction, technical work, performance, everything needed for a successful show was
completed by students. The goal of this project was to once again place creative
responsibility solely in the hands of ACU Opera students.
The world of Violet, though straight out of the social upheaval of the 1960s, feels
very familiar to a contemporary audience. Explorations of themes like race, sex, and faith
– among many others – are at the forefront in this musical, much as they are in the world
today. If the goal of the arts is to seek truth, then inasmuch as truth is in this portrayal of
human struggle, I have striven for that goal.
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Announcement
This was the first public material released after the production was selected. It
detailed the performance dates and audition times, and, in keeping with Music Theatre
International’s license restrictions, the stock disclaimer, which may be seen at the bottom.
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Contract
Music Theatre International, or MTI, is well known for their precise control of
licensed material. While the broader fine arts community generally interprets the
“Videotape Warning” to restrict making recordings publicly available, even the laxest
performance groups keep their archived recordings secured and private.
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Audition Notices
No musical production is complete without a cast. Although general interest was
high, several redundant notices were sent out to music students to ensure that as many
students as possible were included.
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This poster was displayed across campus in the week prior to auditions. It
succeeded in bringing in a handful of interested non-music students.
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Cast List
From a pool of eighteen students who auditioned came a cast of eleven. This was
expanded to thirteen with two swings – Oliver Rodriguez and Colby McDaniel. After Ms.
McDaniel’s passing over the Christmas holiday, Lauren Selman filled the role.
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Rehearsal Space Request and Schedule
Rehearsal spaces are prized commodities in the spring semester, as student groups
prepare for Sing Song. Luckily, all required spaces were available for Violet rehearsals.
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Rehearsal Introduction and Information
In addition to the rehearsal schedule, this message was sent to the cast at the
beginning of the spring semester. The cast received performance materials in December,
and was expected to begin preparations over break due to the expectation of a truncated
rehearsal process. Referenced is the Facebook group that was the primary method of
communication for the rehearsal process. Call times, rehearsal notes, and other
information was provided to the cast through this avenue.
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Music Rehearsal Notes
These are the compiled notes from the first rehearsals, which focused solely on
music. The majority of the notes are purely logistical – clarifying entrances and exits in
group songs, and asking actors to pay careful attention to cues for beginnings and
endings.
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Properties List
This is one draft of the list of props needed for the show. It is incomplete – the
full list numbered almost seventy unique items, not including costumes. All items were
either drawn from the existing stock owned by the ACU Opera, or provided by creative
team or company members.
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Revised Rehearsal Schedule
Most productions will find that the time allotted is not quite enough. In the case of
Violet, one week of rehearsal was cancelled for inclement weather, another for the needs
of the mainstage production Die Zauberflöte, and yet another week was missed for Spring
Break. With that in mind, a revision of the original rehearsal schedule was needed.
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Sample of Rehearsal Notes
Taken during the final dress rehearsal, this is an example of how notes were taken
during the rehearsal process. Because later rehearsals and run-throughs of a show do not
stop for the sake of giving notes, they must be written short enough to prevent missing
portions of the rehearsal.
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Program
Below is a scan of the program made available at each performance. The
“Director’s Note” section is of particular interest, as it relates the narrative of this
production within the context of the history of the ACU Opera. Here one may also find
the final cast list, a list of acknowledgements, and a full list of musical numbers.
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Poster
Commissioned from senior graphic design major Hilary Commer, this poster
depicts the principal characters Violet, Monty, and Flick standing in front of the
Greyhound bus on which most of the production takes place.
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Digital Media List
The following is a list of all the digital resources used in the production. All .aiff
files are the audio instrumental tracks created using the full musical score for the show.
The .smp files were interactive versions of the tracks, allowing the performers to hear and
practice efficiently with the show accompaniment. Created from .mus files in Finale,
each song’s files took at least an hour and a half to build, with some larger files taking
three hours or more.
Violet performance.mov
Violet digital media.zip:
-Violet Performance Tracks
-01 Water In The Well.aiff
-01 Water In The Well instrumental.aiff
-02 Surprised.aiff
-02 Surprised instrumental.aiff
-03 On My Way.aiff
-03 On My Way instr.aiff
-04 M&Ms.aiff
-04 M&Ms instr.aiff
-05 Luck of the Draw.aiff
-05 Luck of the Draw instr.aiff
-06 Question n Answer.aiff
-06 Question n Answer instr.aiff
-07 All to Pieces.aiff
-07 All to Pieces instr.aiff
-07A Organ US_Preacher Hymn II.aiff
-07A Organ US_Preacher Hymn II instr.aiff
-08 Let It Sing.aiff
-08 Let It Sing instr.aiff
-09 Anyone Would Do.aiff
-09 Anyone Would Do instr.aiff
-11 You’re Different.aiff
-11 You’re Different instr.aiff
-12 Transition to Trio-Lonely Stranger.aiff
-12 Transition to Trio-Lonely Stranger instr.aiff
-13 Lay Down Your Head.aiff
-13 Lay Down Your Head instr.aiff
-14 Anyone Would Do Reprise.aiff
-16 Hard To Say Goodbye.aiff
-16 Hard To Say Goodbye instr.aiff
-17 Promise Me Violet - 18 Raise Me Up.aiff
-17 Promise Me Violet - 18 Raise Me Up instr.aiff
-19 Down the Mountain.aiff
-19 Down the Mountain instr.aiff
-20 In the Chapel.aiff
-20 In the Chapel instr.aiff
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Violet digital media.zip (continued):
-21 Raise Me Up Reprise.aiff
-21 Raise Me Up Reprise instr.aiff
-22 Look At Me.aiff
-23 That’s What I Could Do.aiff
-24 TWICD-25 Intro-26 Surprised-27 M&Ms.aiff
-24 TWICD-25 Intro-26 Surprised-27 M&Ms instr.aiff
-28 On my way reprise.aiff
-29 Promise Me Violet Re#20E.aiff
-Violet.jpeg
-Violet SM
-01 Water In The Well.smp
-02 Surprised.smp
-03 On My Way.smp
-04 M & Ms.smp
-05 Luck of the Draw.smp
-06 Question n Answer.smp
-07 All to Pieces Young Vi.smp
-07 All to Pieces.smp
-08 Let It Sing.smp
-09 Anyone Would Do.smp
-11 You’re Different.smp
-12 Transition to Trio-Lonely Stranger.smp
-13 Lay Down Your Head - 14 Anyone Would Do Reprise.mus
-13 Lay Down Your Head.smp
-14 Anyone Would Do Reprise.smp
-16 Hard To Say Goodbye.smp
-17 Promise Me Violet - 18 Raise Me Up.smp
-19 Down the Mountain.smp
-20 In the Chapel.smp
-21 Raise Me Up Reprise 22 Look At Me.mus
-21 Raise Me Up Reprise.smp
-22 Look At Me.smp
-23 That’s What I Could Do.smp
-24 TWICD-25 Intro-26 Surprised-27 M&Ms.smp
-28 On My Way Reprise.smp
-29 Promise Me Violet - 30 Bring Me To Light.mus
-30 29 Promise Me Violet - 30 Bring Me To Light.smp

